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Note : Answer all the Questions. Intemal choice has been given and marks are indicated
against the questions.

l- Explain with reference to the contain any five of the following: 5X4:20

a- There is a plenty of time to ask has questions later but if you do not she will go to the

pieces again ado not understand what happened to belle reve but you do not know how

ridiculous you are being----"

b- Sure it is there is always a chance of a good thing coming your way is some of these

foreign posts car other a have healer there are great opportunities for a yours follower

whith this ypes open ------ some of those countries.

c- It gives me wonder great as my contact to see you here before me o my sour's joy. It

after every tempest come such calms.

d- Many years from now when I have tort my looks a little. Don't laugh I mean of course a

time will come when torvald is not as devoter to me. Not quite so happy when I dance for

him.

e- I is tell you why a do it a don't talk to many people except to say life: give me a beer, as

where is the John or what time dues the future soon as deep your hands to yourself

buddy.

f- Mama understands nothing we sit-down to eat at the train and she soes and orders all the

most expensive discus and then gives each of the writers a whole rable as a tip.

g- All the Brahmins so allthe Brahmans go once more to the great dakshina ceremony in

the park at the foot of the holy hill of parvat.

h- All these days I could not touch you because Brahmins fclo not touch other castes now

you can't touch me vecouse amony hunters girls do not touch thys betrothed.

i- This time it wasn't the people with the sticks and storus at wey those two boys runners

away who frightened me these two who are begging for their lives.

j- Now my little man you are going to be learned when you grow up; and then you will stay

at home and read sheen books and people will notice you say "there is a wonder.

2- Bring out a pen Portrait of Iago. 16

Or

Do you think doll's House is a feminist play.

Unit-II

3- Write a note on the setting of 'Beyond the Hrizon' written by Eugene Oneil. 16

Or

Write a note on themes and motifs as used in A street car Named desire.



Unit-III

4- Justiff the title of the play' Zoo story' as written my Edward Albee . 16

Or

Do you think there is a blending of comic elements with force in the chery orchered writeen

by Anton Chekov.

Unit-IV

5- Write a characters skelch of Ghashiram as depicted in Ghashiram Kotwal. 16

Or

Discuss the dramatic Significance of the prologue in the fire and the Rain.

Unit-V

6- Do you think 'post-Office as a symbolical play. 16

Or

Write a note Mahesh Dattani who has thrown the light on socio-political problems of the

present times in the play the final solutions?


